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Electron groups provide a natural way to introduce local concepts into quantum chemistry, and the wave
functions based on the group products can be considered as a framework for constructing efficient computational
methods in terms of “observable” parts of molecular systems. The elements of the group wave functions
(electronic structure variables) can be optimized by requiring the number of operations proportional to the
size of the molecule. This directly leads to computational methods linearly scaling for large molecular systems.
In the present work we consider a particular case of such a wave function implemented for the semiempirical
NDDO Hamiltonian. The electron groups are expressed in terms of optimized atomic (hybrid) orbitals with
chemical bonds described by geminals and the delocalized groups described by Slater determinants (with or
without spin restriction). This scheme is very fast by itself but its speed is considerably limited by the
computations of the interatomic Coulomb interactions. Here we develop a consistent method based on group
functions which uses the multipole scheme for interatomic interactions. The explicit usage of the atomic
multipoles makes the method extremely fast, although the numerical efficiency is largely achieved due to the
local character of the electron groups involved. We discuss numerical characteristics of the new method as
well as its possible parametrization. We apply this method to study dodecahedral water clusters with hydrogen
fluoride substitution and base the analysis on the exhaustive calculation of all symmetry-independent hydrogen-
bond networks.

1. Introduction

Electron groups are natural blocks of the electronic structures
of many molecules and solids. They manifest themselves in
chemical and physical experiments. Their integrity is largely
conserved during chemical transformations (if they are not
directly involved) and spectroscopic measurements. The most
important examples of the electron groups are chemical bonds,
lone pairs, d-shells, and other chromophores. It is undoubtful
that the concept of local electron groups is extremely valuable
for qualitative understanding of chemical structure and reactivity.
Although the concepts of delocalized molecular orbitals has also
proven their usefulness in this respect (for example, the
Woodward-Hoffmann rules), the local concepts still play the
major role in the chemical thinking, despite that the realm of
quantitative electronic structure calculations is dominated by
methods based on the delocalized orbitals. This situation is
induced by common opinion that methods based on molecular
orbitals are easier to formulate and they are more numerically
efficient. But is it necessarily true?

The dominance of the methods based on molecular orbitals
(MOs) appeared because they provide an easy way to compute
the structure and properties of simple small and medium-sized
molecules with a sufficient accuracy, and their main rivals
(valence bond methods) are usually more complicated without
giving an adequate compensation in the results (see, nonetheless,
the discussion in ref 1). This dominance does not go too far.
When someone wants to compute the structure of large and very

large molecules, the standard methods fail because the required
computational resources grow disastrously. This situation is
usually considered as a demand for developing special-purpose
computational methods. There are two alternative solutions
proposed in the literature. The first one is based on the
development of the so-called O(N) methods with resources
scaling linearly with the system size.2,3 The possibility of
developing such methods is normally based on local properties
of density matrices. The alternative solution is given by hybrid
QM/MM (quantum mechanical/molecular mechanical) methods
using elaborate QM methods for the reaction center (or any other
relevant chromophore) and MM force fields for the environ-
ment.4 Although the QM methods in QM/MM hybrids are
usually standard methods of quantum chemistry based on
delocalized MOs, the applicability of the scheme tacitly assumes
significant locality: namely that of chemical transformations (but
more generally of any interaction that can be classified as
chemical) allow one to single out a reaction center and the major
part of the system is described by MM, which is intrinsically
local. Therefore, when the speed of the computations becomes
an issue, the local description becomes a natural choice for many
molecular systems.

The situation does not, however, reduce to the point of
numerical efficiency. Local electron groups, if correctly selected/
singled out, represent observable fragments of molecular
systems, providing adequate description of their electronic
structures. In this sense the concept of electron groups formalizes
and extends the old concept of chromophore. The important
question of the grounds on which the local groups representing* Corresponding author. E-mail: andrei.tokmachev@ac.rwth-aachen.de.
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electronic structure of molecular system are to be selected has
in general terms been solved by Ruedenberg5 who suggested a
kind of extension of the standard quantum mechanical definition
of observability from the quantities to the entities. The following
has been proposed: fragments in a molecular system can be
singled out if these latter are observable, so that they manifest
a reproducible and natural behavior; if for a series of molecules
variations of fragments fit to that or another curve and its
parameters can be found empirically by considering enough of
the series members this proves that singling out the fragments
makes sense.5 This definition allowed throughout the develop-
ment of theoretical chemistry the ability to single out numerous
fragments that can be two-center two-electron bonds, or
conjugate π-systems, open d-shells, atomic cores, etc. The idea
is that an adequate semiempirical theory must be constructed
in terms of such observable objects. Previously we undertook
attempts to consider typical chemical bonds we face in “organic”
chemistry as observable entities to be used to construct the
electronic wave function of molecular system in their terms.

Semiempirical methods based on MOs are usually considered
to be fast enough. At the same time these methods are far from
linear scaling: diagonalization of the Fock matrix brings a cubic
dependence of the computation time on the system size (number
of basis one-electron functions). Therefore, the standard methods
are not efficient enough when the system is really large or when
a large number of points on the potential energy surface is
necessary to be determined. It also means that the Hartree-Fock-
Roothaan-based semiempirical methods do not represent a real
alternative to the MM methods in the hybrid schemes, although
the development of hybrid QM/QM methods6 is quite advanta-
geous because it makes possible a sequential derivation of the
junction between subsystems.4 There exist methods to avoid the
diagonalization: the density matrix search method,7 the divide-
and-conquer method,8 and those based on localized MOs in
either nonorthogonal9 or orthogonal10 contexts, but there is also
an alternative way to reach the computational efficiency.

One of the main advantages of the local description of the
electronic structure is the possibility to take into account the
electron correlation effectively. The representation of the wave
function in the form of the antisymmetrized product of strongly
orthogonal electron groups dating back to ref 11 allows one to
do it in a simple way. The interaction between electron groups
is controlled by one-particle intragroup density matrices and,
therefore, the types of the wave functions used for description
of the groups can be chosen almost independently. By this, the
level of the correlated description for each of the involved
electron groups is determined by the problem under study. For
example, if one is interested in the d-d transitions, it is advisible
to describe the d-shell by full configuration interaction (CI)
while the rest can be described by MOs.12 On the other hand,
in the case of electron groups spanning only two orbitals, even
the full CI scheme becomes cheap.

Previously we constructed a series of semiempirical methods
employing two-electron groups (strictly local geminals, SLG)
representing chemical bonds and lone pairs.13-15 Those methods
were quite successful in describing heats of formation, molecular
geometries, and ionization potentials. Recently, we extended
them to treat more general situations when the presence of
delocalized electron groups is also possible.16 This method
combines geminals with electron groups described by Slater
determinants and it shares the success of the methods employing
geminals only.

One of the most important characteristics of the group-based
theories proposed is the possibility to construct linearly scaling

methods on their basis by introducing cutoff parameters for
interatomic interactions. In the case of the MINDO/3 param-
etrization of the molecular Hamiltonian the method is almost
linearly scaling by itself because the coefficient at the quadratic
term in the dependence of the computation time on the number
of atoms is very small. In the case of NDDO Hamiltonians the
quadratic term dominates even for the smallest molecules
because of numerous transformations of molecular integrals from
the original basis of atomic orbitals to that of hybrid orbitals
(see below).

It turns out that it is possible to make the methods much faster
by slightly redefining the semiempirical Hamiltonians. In ref
17 we devised a multipole scheme for long-range Coulomb
interactions in the case of strictly local geminal wave function.
It is based on the usual approach for computing semiempirical
two-center repulsion integrals in the NDDO approximation,18

but the true multipoles are used and not their representations
by point charge distributions. It makes the whole procedure 30
times faster (while conserving its linear scalability) in the
limiting case of large molecules (having more than 300 atoms)
without a noticeable change in the numerical results. Regretfully,
the method is internally inconsistent because it uses two different
schemes for describing Coulomb interactions: one for short-
range interactions (including chemical bonds) and another for
long-range interactions. At the same time the short-range
interactions can be treated with the same approach because the
problem of computing two-center repulsion molecular integrals
for short interatomic distances is solved in semiempirical
methods by using a special form of the potential, which is not
affected by the changes in the computational scheme.

In the present paper we consider two significant extensions
for the scheme: (1) the possibility to have delocalized electron
groups described by Slater determinants (with or without spin
restriction); (2) a single multipole scheme for all interatomic
Coulomb interactions. This brings significant modifications to
the definition of the method, which are described below. We
test the efficiency of the method by computing the whole set of
H-bond networks for water clusters in the form of a pentagonal
dodecahedron with one water molecule replaced by hydrogen
fluoride.

2. Method

2.1. Wave Function. We define the method of calculation
in several steps starting with the trial wave function. As stated
above we consider the electronic structure of a molecule as one
composed by electron groups representing chemically motivated
molecular fragments. Each electron group can be well character-
ized by an integral number of electrons and a definite multiplic-
ity. Following the McWeeny’s electron group functions for-
malism11themolecularwavefunctionisgivenbyanantisymmetrized
product of wave functions for electron groups. The strong
orthogonality condition imposed on the wave functions of the
groups involved is equivalent to expanding wave functions for
different groups in mutually orthogonal subsets of orbitals.19

In this framework the choice of the wave function reduces to
the choice of one-electron states spanning carrier spaces for
electron groups as well as the choice of number of electrons
and of the form for their wave functions in these spaces.

In the general formulation the molecular orbitals should be
obtained by an orthogonal transformation of the initial set of
atomic orbitals (AOs), which is assumed to be orthonormal in
the realm of semiempirical theories (implicitly Löwdin orthogo-
nalized AOs-OAOs). It is important that the optimal one-
electron states are generally local, which complies with the local
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character of the correlation hole. According to the chemical
intuition, these one-electron states can be thought of as hybrid
orbitals (HOs) that enter into different valence bond structures
giving rise to various bonding patterns. This picture is, of course,
only an approximation to the general formulation because the
delocalization of orbitals is lost but it allows for a clear
interpretation of the calculated electronic structures as well as
significant computational advantages as it will be seen below.
We define HOs as orbitals produced by orthogonal transforma-
tions of AOs centered on the same atom:

where tpσ
+ is the creation operator for spin-HO |tpσ〉 with spin

projection σ and hA is an SO(4) matrix determining the
transformation from the AO to the HO basis set on non-
hydrogen atom A. Each HO is assigned to some electron group
and sets of thus defined HOs span the carrier spaces for all the
electron groups.

The next point in the wave function definition is how to assign
the wave functions for electrons residing in each carrier space
- the functions for electron groups. It is reasonable to describe
each electron group by taking into account the electron
configurations that correspond to the full configuration interac-
tion scheme. At the same time, it will be very time-consuming
in the case of large carrier spaces corresponding, for example,
to extended π-electron systems. A more economic way to define
the trial wave function is to allow at least two types of electron
groups in this “organic” environment: geminals gm

+ (representing
two-electron two-center chemical bonds) and SCF groups
described by antisymmetrized products of molecular spin-orbitals
biσσ
+ . The molecular wave function is, therefore, given by the

expression:

In this equation the possibility of several SCF groups is not
explicitly shown. If it is the case eq 2 is still valid and the
assignment of MOs to electron groups is reflected only in the
sets of HOs, over which the molecular orbitals for respective
electron groups are expanded.

Each molecular spin-orbital is a linear combination of the
hybrid spin-orbitals assigned to the SCF-treated electron group
under consideration:

where p belongs to the corresponding HO basis. To write down
the expression for the geminal wave function gm

+|0〉, we denote
the “right” and “left” ends of the mth chemical bond as |rm〉
and |lm〉. Each geminal is a superposition of all three singlet
two-electron configurations (two ionic and one covalent):

with the normalization condition for the amplitudes (mixing
coefficients) um, Vm, and wm given as

In the case of a lone pair it can be equivalently considered as
either an SCF or geminal function (with only one surviving
configuration).

To go further with the definition of the method (which could
be abbreviated as SLG/SCF with multipoles or SLG/SCF(m)),
it is practical to employ reduced density matrices. Only
intragroup elements of the density matrices are necessary
because the one-electron density matrix is block-diagonal and
all nonvanishing intergroup elements of the two-electron density
matrix are merely products of respective elements of the one-
electron density matrix. The spin-dependent one-electron density
matrix for the SCF groups is defined in a standard way:

For geminals we define both one- and two-electron density
matrices:

These elements are, obviously, spin-independent in the case of
singlet geminals. It is also convenient to introduce the traces of
one- and two-electron density matrices over spin indices

referred hereinafter as the total electron density matrices.
2.2. Molecular Energy. The molecular energy is the average

of a semiempirical Hamiltonian based on the NDDO ap-
proximation over the wave function of the form eqs 2-4. The
evaluation goes on easier if the Hamiltonian is rewritten with
respect to the basis of HOs. This transformation does not affect
the overall structure of the Hamiltonian, which remains the sum
of one- and two-center contributions:

as in the AOs basis. The one-center part can be written as

and the two-center contributions have the following form:

tpσ
+ ) ∑

i∈A

hpi
Aaiσ

+ (1)

|Ψ〉 ) ( ∏
iσ

biσσ
+ )( ∏

m

gm
+)|0〉 (2)

biσσ
+ ) ∑

p∈{SCF}

ciσ ptpσ
+ (3)

gm
+ ) umrmR

+ rm�
+ + VmlmR

+ lm�
+ + wm(rmR

+ lm�
+ + lmR

+ rm�
+ )

(4)

〈0|gmgm
+|0〉 ) um

2 + Vm
2 + 2wm

2 ) 1 (5)

Ppq
σ ) ∑

iσ

ciσ pciσq (6)

Ptmtm′
σ ) 〈0|gmtmσ

+ tmσ′ gm
+|0〉, Prmrm

σ ) um
2 + wm

2,

Plmlm

σ ) Vm
2 + wm

2, Prmlm

σ ) Plmrm

σ ) (um + Vm)wm,

Γtmtm′
σ ) 〈0|gmtm-σ

+ tmσ
′+ tmσ′ tm-σgm

+|0〉,

Γrmrm

σ ) um
2, Γlmlm

σ ) Vm
2, Γrmlm

σ ) Γlmrm

σ ) wm
2

(7)

Ppq ) ∑
σ

Ppq
σ , Γpq ) ∑

σ
Γpq

σ (8)

H ) ∑
A

HA + ∑
A<B

HAB (9)

HA ) ∑
tt'∈A

(Utt'
A + ∑

B*A

Vtt',B
A ) ∑

σ
tσ
+tσ

′ +

1
2 ∑

tt't''t'''∈A

(tt'|t''t''')A ∑
στ

tσ
+tτ

′′+tτ
′′′tσ

′
(10)
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where hc denotes the hermitean conjugated term. The molecular
integrals in the basis of HOs can be readily calculated through
the corresponding integrals in the AO basis (detailed expressions
for the integral transformations are given in refs 13 and 14).

The total energy is the sum of the core-core repulsion and
the average of the electronic Hamiltonian over the electronic
wave function. It can be regrouped in a sum of two one-center
and four two-center contributions:

The simplest contribution is Espec
AB , which represents the specific

part of the core-core repulsion that is usually added to the pure
Coulomb interaction of the core charges in semiempirical
theories. The form of this contribution depends on the param-
etrization scheme and differs, for example, for MNDO, AM1,
and PM6.20-22 Other contributions arise from averaging the
electronic Hamiltonian.

Attraction of electrons on AOs to the core of the atom on
which the orbital is centered is given as

where pq ∈ {m, A} means that HOs p and q are located on
atom A and they are both assigned to electron group m. When
m is a geminal, only one of the HOs spanning its carrier space
is allowed to rest on atom A and, therefore, only the diagonal
contribution survives.

The second one-center contribution is due to Coulomb
repulsion of electrons:

where the last contribution appears for geminals only and
describes the deviation of the two-electron density matrices from
the product of one-electron densities, the correlation. The
Coulomb intraatomic energy can be further classified on the
basis of origin of contributions from one or two electron groups.

The classification of two-center contributions is more subtle.
After separating the “classical” Coulomb interaction between
electron distributions on atoms (Emult

AB ), the two-center energy is

presented as a sum of intragroup and intergroup interactions.
The bonding (intragroup) contribution arises from both one- and
two-electron operators in the Hamiltonian:

The interbond contribution comes from the exchange interaction
between electrons in the groups sharing the same pair of atoms
(this happens when multiple bonds are present):

2.3. Multipole Expansion. The last contribution to the
energy represents the Coulomb interaction between the charge
distributions assigned to the atoms. It deserves a special
consideration. For two atoms A and B this energy can be written
as

As stated above, only the intragroup density matrix elements
are nonvanishing and the sum over basis HOs p and p′ can be
regrouped as a sum over electron groups Σpp′ ) ΣmΣpp′∈m. We
note that the energy contribution eq 17 is a bilinear form with
respect to charge distributions and rewrite it as

where • formally denotes the semiempirical Coulomb interaction.
The strictly local character of one-electron states allows for a
natural definition of atomic multipoles. For convenience we
write them in the units -e. The atomic charge (monopole) is
given by the diagonal elements of the electron density:

HAB ) - ∑
t∈A

t'∈B

�tt'
AB ∑

σ
(tσ
+tσ′ + hc) +

∑
tt'∈A

t''t′′′∈B

(tt'|t''t''')AB ∑
στ

tσ
+tτ

′′+tτ
′′′tσ

′

(11)

Etotal ) ∑
A

{Eattr
A + Ecoul

A } + ∑
A<B

{Ebond
AB + Eexch

AB +

Emult
AB + Espec

AB } (12)

Eattr
A ) ∑

m
∑

pq∈{m,A}

Upq
A Ppq (13)

Ecoul
A

)
1
2 ∑

mn
∑

pp'∈{m,A}

qq'∈{n,A}

[(pp'|qq')APpp'Pqq' -

(pq'|qp')A ∑
σ

Ppp'
σ Pqq'

σ ] +

1
4 ∑

m∈{SLG}
∑

p∈{m,A}

(pp|pp)A[2Γpp - (Ppp)
2]

(14)

Ebond
AB ) -2 ∑

m
∑

p∈{m,A}

q∈{m,B}

�pq
ABPpq -

∑
m∈{SCF}

∑
pp'∈{m,A}

qq'∈{m,B}

(pp'|q'q)AB ∑
σ

Ppq
σ Pp'q'

σ +

∑
m∈{SLG}

∑
p∈{m,A}

q∈{m,B}

(pp|qq)AB[Γpq - PppPqq]

(15)

Eexch
AB ) -2 ∑

m<n
∑

p∈{m,A}

q∈{m,B}

∑
p'∈{n,A}

q'∈{n,B}

(pp'|q'q)AB ∑
σ

Ppq
σ Pp'q'

σ

(16)

Emult
AB ) ZAZB(ss|ss)AB + ∑

pp'∈A
∑

qq'∈B

Ppp'
A Pqq'

B (pp'|qq')AB -

ZA ∑
qq'∈B

Pqq'
B (ss|qq')AB - ZB ∑

pp'∈A

Ppp'
A (pp'|ss)AB

(17)

Emult
AB ) [-ZA(ss|A + ∑

pp'∈A

Ppp'
A (pp'|A] •

[-ZB|ss)B + ∑
qq'∈B

Pqq'
B |qq')B]

(18)

qA ) ∑
p∈A

Ppp
A - ZA (19)
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The dipole moment for an (sp)-distribution and the quadrupole
moment for a (pp)-distribution depend on characteristic lengths18

defined in their turn by the principal quantum number n of the
sp-shell and the orbital exponents:

The expressions for dipole and quadrupole moments simplify
if the quaternion representation (sm, Vbm) is used for HOs,23,24

where the scalar sm and vector Vbm components reflect the
transformation properties of the HO coefficients.

The dipole moment characterizing the charge distribution at
atom A is then

The quadrupole moment as defined in the standard field theory
is traceless because its trace enters only those contributions to
the energy that are proportional to the Laplacian of the potential
(which vanishes exactly for the Coulomb interaction). Since the
Poisson equation ∆f ) 0 is not generally valid for semiempirical
potentials, we define a second-order tensor SA with a nonvan-
ishing trace instead of the usual quadrupole moment:

which describes the second moment of the spatial electronic
distribution at atom A.

The next step is to find the energy of the interaction between
multipoles. Semiempirical potentials (for example, that of
Dewar, Sabelli, and Klopman25,26) depend on the type of
interaction (the SO(3) tensor ranks l1 and l2 of the multipoles
involved). The energy of the interaction between multipoles can
be readily written in the tensor form:

where

and ∇R, ∇�, ... denote the Cartesian components of the gradient
operator applied to the potential fl1l2. To write down the explicit
expressions for the energy contributions, it is convenient to
introduce a new function:

Next, we specify different cases according to the values of l1

and l2 (all the functions below are estimated at R ) RAB and
for brevity we omit R and subscripts l1 and l2 from the notation
for the function F). It is noteworthy that the expression for El1l2

AB

is a linear combination of only those Fl1l2
R� that satisfy three

conditions: (1) R and � are non-negative integers, (2) R + � )
l1 + l2, (3) R e �.

The charge-charge, {l1l2} ) {00}, contribution is the
simplest one:

The charge-dipole, {l1l2} ) {01} or {10}, interaction results
in two contributions expressed through the unit vector nbAB

directed from atom A to atom B:

and analogously for E10
AB.

The dipole-dipole, {l1l2} ) {11}, interaction is a sum of
two contributions. The first one is proportional to the scalar
product of dipole moments and the second one is as usual
proportional to the product of their projections on the vector
nbAB:

The charge-quadrupole, {l1l2} ) {02} or {20}, interaction is
given by two contributions depending on the order of l1 and l2:

and an analogous expression holds for E20
AB. When the Poisson

equation is valid the contributions proportional to tr Ŝ vanish.
The dipole-quadrupole, {l1l2} ) {12} or {21}, interaction

is more complex and requires the third derivatives of the
semiempirical potentials:

and an analogous expression is valid for E21
AB.

The quadrupole-quadrupole, {l1l2} ) {22} is the last
contribution:

and it includes derivatives of a semiempirical potential up to
the fourth order.

2.4. Optimization. At this point we are equipped for a search
of the approximation to the electronic wave function of the
ground state through a variational procedure for the energy. The

D1 ) 2n + 1

√3

(4�ns�np)
n+1/2

(�ns + �np)
2n+2

D2 ) �(2n + 1)(2n + 2)
20

�np
-1

(20)

µbA ) D1
A ∑

pq∈A

Ppq
A (sp

AVbq
A + sq

AVbp
A) (21)

ŜA ) 1
2 ∑ qxRx� ) (D2

A)2 ∑
pq∈A

Ppq
A Vbp

A X Vbq
A (22)

Emult
AB ) qAG00q

B + qAG01
R µbR

B - µbR
AG10

R qB -

µbR
AG11

R�µb�
B + qAG02

R�ŜR�
B + ŜR�

A G20
R�qB -

µbR
AG12

R�γŜ�γ
B + ŜR�

A G21
R�γµbγ

B + ŜR�
A G22

R�γδŜγδ
B

(23)

Gl1l2

R�...µ ) ∇R∇�...∇µ fl1l2
(R) (24)

Fl1l2

R�(R) ) R�-R( 1
R

d
dR)�

fl1l2
(R) (25)

E00
AB ) qAqBF00 (26)

E01
AB ) qAF01(nbAB, µbB) (27)

E11
AB ) -F11(µbA,µbB) - F02(µbA,nbAB)(µbB,nbAB) (28)

E02
AB ) qA[F11 tr ŜB + F02(nbAB,ŜB,nbAB)] (29)

E12
AB ) F12[(µbA,nbBA) tr ŜB + 2(µbA,ŜB,nbBA)] +

F03(µbA,nbBA)(µbAB,ŜB,µbAB)
(30)

E22
AB ) F22[tr ŜA tr ŜB + 2 tr(ŜAŜB)] +

F13(nbAB,{ŜA tr ŜB + ŜB tr ŜA + 4ŜAŜB},nbAB) +

F04(nbAB,ŜA,nbAB)(nbAB,ŜB,nbAB)
(31)
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SLG/SCF(m) energy given by eq 12 depends on two classes of
the electronic structure variables (ESVs): (1) elements of the
one- and two-electron density matrices, which, in turn, are
functions of the MO coefficients ciσp and the geminal amplitudes
um, Vm, and wm; (2) hybridization transformation matrices hpi

A

determining the molecular integrals. To minimize the total
energy we use an iteration scheme alternating optimizations of
the two sets of ESVs.

The first set of ESVs can be obtained by constructing effective
Hamiltonians for the electron groups with their subsequent
diagonalization. In the case of SLG groups the Hamiltonian is
a two-electron operator, while in the case of SCF groups it is a
Fock operator. We implemented three standard procedures for
the latter: spin-restricted Hartree-Fock (RHF), spin-restricted
open-shell Hartree-Fock (ROHF), and spin-unrestricted
Hartree-Fock (UHF) ones. The structure of the effective
Hamiltonians is quite standard but the one-electron matrix
elements are modified due to Coulomb and exchange interac-
tions between electron groups in accord with the general theory
of group functions.11 An essential part of the interactions is
expressed through multipoles and the contribution to the
effective Hamiltonians from Emult

AB is obtained by taking its
derivatives with respect to the elements of the one-electron
density matrix which enter the multipole definitions. Moreover,
multipole-multipole interactions with l1 + l2 > 0 are relatively
short-ranged and a series of cutoff parameters can be naturally
introduced to speed up the calculation without big losses in
precision.

To optimize the second set of ESVs we implement a gradient
minimization procedure. It is clear that the elements of the hpi

A

matrices are not independent variables. The SO(4) structure of
the set of HOs residing on each “heavy” atom assures that each
matrix is parametrized by six parameters. These parameters can
be taken either as six Jacobi angles determining rotations in
two-dimensional subspaces or as elements of two normalized
quaternions in the quaternion parametrization of the SO(4)
group.23 The gradient of the energy with respect to the matrices
hpi

A (and, therefore, the sextuples of independent parameters) can
be readily obtained because the dependence of the energy on
the hybridization matrices is explicitly known in the present
setting.

3. Results and Discussion

The method described in the previous section combines two
ideas: the possibility to represent the electronic structure of
molecules in terms of the wave functions of its “observable”
fragments and the possibility to use multipole expansions to
evaluate matrix elements of Coulomb electron-electron inter-
atomic repulsion. This combination turns out to be extremely
efficient. The SLG/SCF method with multipoles has been
implemented as a program suite and its numerical characteristics
have been studied. Some of the method features can be
understood even without any numerical tests. First of all, the
method allows for different types of electron groups and its area
of applicability should be quite wide. Second, it is a linear
scaling method capable of fast calculation of extremely large
molecular systems (unless a delocalized SCF-treated group
extends to the good portion of the entire system). It is especially
important that the dominant part of the two-center energy is
given by mulipole-multipole interactions and the Coulomb
energy dependence on the hybridization ESVs enters only
through dipole and quadrupole moments. It makes the whole
procedure significantly faster. It is shown in ref 17 that the
method based on the strictly local geminals is accelerated 30

times by using the multipole expansions for the long-range
Coulomb matrix elements. The same acceleration is (according
to our numerical tests) characteristic for the SLG/SCF(m)
method presented here. It is not surprising because calculating
the long-range interactions constitutes the major part of the time
consumed by the procedure. As far as we know, this method is
the fastest among the existing quantum chemical methods.

The linear scalability of the method and a small coefficient
at the linear term are ensured by the method’s general structure.
At the same time, one can wonder about the price for these
advantages. It is quite usual that the linear scalability of a method
is paid by decreasing its numerical accuracy because the
acceleration is obtained through neglecting some contributions
to the energy. Introducing wave functions based on electron
groups we loose some delocalization contributions but we gain
intragroup electron correlation. It is not trivial to predict the
overall balance of this exchange. Numerical experiments show
that the methods based on electron groups better describe the
physical properties of the molecules (heats of formation,
equilibrium geometries, etc.) than their SCF counterparts.13,14,16

For example, the SLG scheme allows one to describe correctly
torsion angles in cyclobutane and hydrogen peroxide molecules
and it generally leads to much better bond lengths between
atoms with lone pairs.14 This situation does not change when
one uses multipole expansions only for long-range interactions17

between atoms that do not have common electron groups
because their effect on the energy is quite small. In the case of
alkanes CnH2n+2 with large values of n it leads only to the
difference of 0.03 kcal/mol per carbon atom.

If the multipole scheme is used for all Coulomb interatomic
interactions the situation is quite different. The original NDDO
scheme for evaluating two-center electron repulsion integrals
uses concept of multipoles but in practice these latter are
replaced by fictitious charge distributions, which means that the
symmetry properties of the multipole tensors are reproduced
only approximately and the interactions involve higher multi-
poles. It does not bring any problems only because the molecular
integrals are always evaluated in the diatomic coordinate frame.
In our constructions, we explicitly use the symmetry properties
of the multipoles (in fact, it is the source of the computational
efficiency of the procedure). Therefore, we had to define atomic
multipoles explicitly.

Two procedures (explicit multipoles and their charge distribu-
tion approximations) have the same behavior when one consid-
ers the interactions between distant multipoles. It is not the case
when the interatomic distances are small (somewhat shorter than
the bond-length). Figure 1 demonstrates the difference between
these two schemes for two types of molecular integrals ((ss|sz)CC

and (sz|sz)CC) for a pair of carbon atoms computed using the
standard scheme and true multipoles with or without adjusting
the parameter F of the Dewar-Sabelli-Klopman potential to
satisfy the available boundary conditions (one-center limit of
the two-electron integrals, in this case (sz|sz)CC becomes the
intraatomic exchange integral). This figure shows that the
differences are significant at the interatomic distances close to
the normal bond lengths. At the same time the molecular
integrals computed with true multipoles are closer to the
analytical ones than those based on the fictitious charge
distributions, especially for small interatomic distances (com-
pare, for example, Figure 1 and the data of ref 18).

Taking this into account, we can expect that using multipoles
to estimate bonding contributions to the molecular energy (eqs
15 and 16) will result in somewhat different values of the
estimated characteristics. The difference between the estimates
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of molecular integrals strongly depends on the interatomic
distance. Therefore, it is likely that the discrepancies between
the schemes will be larger in the case of molecules having
shorter interatomic distances: double bonds and especially triple
bonds.

We check these qualitative considerations by actual calcula-
tions. Indeed, the most significant disagreement between
computed and experimental values are in the case of compounds
with multiple bonds. Their heats of formation are too low and
the equilibrium bond distances are too small (for example, the
calculated heats of formation of acetylene, methylacetylene and
dimethylacetylene are lower than their experimental values by
15.6, 13.0, and 10.9 kcal/mol, respectively). It means that the
multipole scheme without reparametrization leads to a systematic
error for these classes of compounds. It is particularly well seen
on the example of molecules with extended π-electron systems
(for example, the difference between computed and experimental
heats of formation of fulvene, benzene, toluene and naphthalene
are 20.1, 8.4, 13.8, and 22.8 kcal/mol, respectively). These
compounds have several pairs of atoms with relatively short
interatomic distances and thus the error is large. Of course, the
problems of the original semiempirical SLG/SCF methods are
not solved by introducing the multipole scheme. Therefore, there
are relatively large discrepancies between the computed and
experimental heats of formation for branched organic molecules
(this problem is inherited from the SCF-based semiempirical
methods).

The situation calls for some reparametrization of the Hamil-
tonian. To do so, we, first of all, define a set of molecules to be
considered. Of course, the average quality of the results will
strongly depend on the level of representation of classes with a
systematic error in the training set. To avoid the excessive
arbitrariness, we consider the set of molecules which we used
previously in ref 16. We performed a series of calculations using
the SLG/SCF method with multipoles for the test molecules
using the MNDO Hamiltonian and fully optimized geometries.
Our calculations show that the average absolute error in the
heats of formation is 8.7 kcal/mol. This value can be compared
with those obtained by the SCF and SLG/SCF methods for the
same set of molecules, which are 6.6 and 5.7 kcal/mol,
respectively. It means that the error induced by the multipole
scheme is not too large, and the method can be used in many
cases without any reparametrization.

At the same time the quality of the results can be improved.
While going from the SCF wave function to the SLG and SLG/
SCF ones,13,14,16 we performed only a partial reparametrization

by changing the values of the resonance (electron hopping)
parameters. We applied the same strategy here. Table 1 shows
the optimal values of the resonance parameters for 2s- and 2p-
orbitals in geminals as well as the parameters for π-electron
groups in comparison with the same parameters used previously
in the SCF and SLG/SCF methods without multipoles. Using
these parameters the average absolute error in the heats of
formation decreases to 6.7 kcal/mol (the systematic error is
small, about 0.3 kcal/mol) resulting in the method’s accuracy
similar to that of the original SCF method. The same is true for
the equilibrium geometries. Indeed, the difference between
computed and experimental heats of formation of the above-
mentioned fulvene, benzene, toluene and naphthalene become
much smaller (7.4, 5.2, 0.2, and 0.1 kcal/mol, respectively).

We tried to improve the accuracy further by varying a wider
set of the parameters including the parameters R of the specific
core-core interactions and the parameters F of the interactions
between the multipoles. The result of these attempts is that the
improvements are not significant and that it is probably more
reliable to limit the reparametrization to the resonance param-
eters. It also means that the further attempts to find a better
parametrization should take into consideration the possibility
of redefining the functional form of the molecular integrals. It
is also necessary to clarify the sources for systematic errors in
some classes of compounds (like branched ones) and to try to
remove them. In this context it is possible that further improve-
ments of the proposed method will come not from finding better
numerical values of its existing parameters rather from account-
ing of the omitted interactions between the electron groups as
proposed in ref 27 and thorough analysis of the functional form
of the parametrized matrix elements as proposed in ref 28.

To test capacities of the method proposed for polyatomic
systems, we considered water clusters with defects. First we

Figure 1. Dependence of the molecular integrals on the interatomic distance: (a) (ss|sz)CC; (b) (sz|sz)CC.

TABLE 1: Resonance Parameters (eV) for the SCF,
Original SLG/SCF, and SLG/SCF with Multipoles Methods
with MNDO Parametrization

atom param SCF SLG/SCF SLG/SCF(m)

C �s 18.985044 17.136 17.133
�p 7.934122 9.345 9.343
�π 7.934122 9.92 10.306

N �s 20.495758 20.594 20.479
�p 20.495758 20.594 20.479
�π 20.495758 21.97 23.802

O �s 32.688082 32.784 33.001
�p 32.688082 32.784 33.001

F �s 48.290466 49.591 50.072
�p 36.508540 36.594 37.066
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notice that hydrogen-bonded systems are natural objects for the
SLG/SCF(m) method with chemical bonds and lone pairs
described by geminals and hydrogen bonds described by Slater
determinants. Previously we applied the SLG/SCF method to
analysis of water clusters.29 The complexity of the problem is
due to the large number of possible configurations of hydrogen
bonds satisfying the so-called ”ice rules”,30 which basically mean
that water molecules are not ionized and each of them can be
a donor of no more than 2 lone pairs.

We employed the PM3 parametrization31 of the NDDO
Hamiltonian, which has been successfully used to reproduce
H-bonds in water clusters.32,33 This success is probably due to
the specific core-core energy Espec

AB of eq 12. At the same time,
it can also lead to problems: the potential energy curve for the
water dimer as obtained by PM3/SCF has a shoulder at large
intermolecular distances.34 This is unphysical but may be the
price to the correct qualitative spatial structure of the optimized
water dimer: the structures produced by MNDO and AM1 are
too far from the experimental one.31

The necessity of reparametrization for hydrogen bonds was
satisfied by setting the resonance parameter �H to be 6.46 eV.
The SLG/SCF(m) scheme predicts the optimal bond length
r(O-H) ) 0.954 Å and the optimal bond angle ∠(H-O-H)
) 106.9° for water molecule, to be compared with experiment
(r(O-H) ) 0.957 Å and ∠(H-O-H) ) 104.5°) and PM3/
SCF (r(O-H) ) 0.951 Å and ∠(H-O-H) ) 107.7°31). The
SLG estimate for the heat of formation is -60.85 kcal/mol,
which is also closer to the experimental value -57.8 kcal/mol
than the PM3/SCF estimate of -53.4 kcal/mol. The bonding
energy of the dimer is about -5 kcal/mol, perfectly reproduced
by SLG (-5.03 kcal/mol), while the original PM3/SCF scheme
underestimates it (-3.5 kcal/mol). The most dramatic difference
is in the length of the hydrogen bond in the dimer: the SLG
method somewhat overestimates it (3.05 Å instead of 2.98 Å35),
while the PM3/SCF value (2.769 Å) is much too small. At the
same time, one should also take into account that water dimer
is a floppy complex36) and ab initio calculations predict the
equilibrium length of the hydrogen bond to be about 2.91 Å
(see ref 37 for the comparison of the results for different methods
and the discussion of the reasons why this value is significantly
smaller than the experimental one).

The chemistry of water clusters is an important component
of the atmospheric chemistry and it can serve as a model for
hydration processes in bulk water. Most theoretical studies are
devoted to the incorporation of hydrohalic acids into water

clusters.38-42 It is possible to consider different sizes and
morphologies of water clusters for substitution of water on a
hydrogen halide. The reported studies are limited by small
clusters with up to seven water molecules and the influence of
H-bond networks on the properties of these clusters was studied
only in ref 41. The computational efficiency of the SLG/SCF(m)
method allows one to consider significantly larger models. Water
cluster (H2O)20 with dodecahedral structure attracts special
attention due to enhanced stability of this structural pattern.29,43-45

Here we consider this cluster with one water molecule replaced
by a HF molecule.

The SLG/SCF(m) method requires special parametrization
for the electron groups describing H-bonds with the F atom.
We again modify only the resonance contribution by setting
the parameter �p(F) ) 28.2 eV. The other parameters are taken
from refs 14 and 31. With these parameters the energy of HF
is -68.26 kcal/mol. It is important to state that the small
reparametrization of the resonance parameters does not signifi-
cantly affect the optimized spatial structures. The results
produced with the PM3 versions of SCF and SLG/SCF(m)
methods are of similar quality. Turning to the H-bonded systems,
the SLG/SCF(m) method correctly predicts that the isomer of
HF(H2O) with the bond F-H · · ·O is more favorable than the
isomer with the bond O-H · · ·F. The computed binding energies
for (HF)2 and HF(H2O) are -9.7 and -7.6 kcal/mol, to be
compared with the experimental estimates of -6.6 and -8.2
kcal/mol, respectively. The SLG/SCF(m) distance r(FF) in (HF)2

is 2.69 Å, slightly smaller than the experimental value of 2.72
Å. At the same time, the distance r(OF) in HF(H2O) is
overestimated (2.76 Å instead of 2.66 Å). This is not surprising
due to inherent deficiencies of the NDDO methods and the
floppiness of the complex reflected in the computations: the
difference in r(O · · ·H) computed by B3LYP/D95++(p,d) and
HF/D95++(p,d) methods is 0.13 Å.40

The number of symmetry-independent structures for clusters
(H2O)20 with the morphology of a pentagonal dodecahedron is
30 026. When one water molecule is replaced by HF the total
number of symmetry-independent configurations becomes
394 000. We computed all of them. The main structural question
for these clusters is the position of the F-H bond: it is either
a dangling bond or a part of a hydrogen bond F-H · · ·O. There
are 94 000 structures of the first type and 300 000 structures of
the second type. The most favorable configurations of both types
are shown in Figure 2. These configurations have the energies
of -1414.98 and -1420.67 kcal/mol, respectively. The con-

Figure 2. Clusters FH(H2O)19: (a) with dangling bond F-H; (b) with hydrogen-bonded F-H.
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figurations with involvement of F-H into hydrogen bonding
are generally more preferable. Figure 3 shows the cumulative
distribution function for the energies of all configurations as
well as its decomposition into the sum of distributions for the
two types of the structures. The entire distribution is character-
ized by the mean value of -1407.93 kcal/mol and the mean
square deviation σ ) 5.57 kcal/mol. The distribution for
configurations with a dangling F-H bond has a mean value
-1402.32 kcal/mol and σ ) 5.27 kcal/mol, while the narrower
distribution for configurations with hydrogen-bonded F-H has
a mean value -1409.68 kcal/mol and σ ) 4.37 kcal/mol.

One of the main questions studied in the literature is the
ability of water clusters to dissociate hydrogen halides. It is
agreed that even small water clusters make the ionized structures
energetically favorable for HCl, HBr, and HI38,39,42 (rather strong
acids). In the case of HF the situation is not so clear: most
studies predict that the dissociated structures are less stable than
the neutral ones for the clusters studied,40,42,46 but it was also
reported that in the case of cubic morphology of the cluster
seven water molecules are capable of ionizing the HF mol-
ecule.41 We generated all 1 466 572 symmetry-independent
structures for a dodecahedral ionized cluster HF(H2O)19 and
computed their energies by the SLG/SCF(m) method. In the
case of water clusters we were able to find local minima
corresponding to each of the possible H-bond topologies. In
the case of HF substitution, the situation is different: about
37.8% generated ionized structures converged to neutral struc-
tures (of course it is mostly the case for the structures with small
distances between the generated formal charges). Among the
rest, the energy of the most favorable configuration is -1379.02
kcal/mol, i.e., significantly higher than that of the most favorable
neutral configuration, although the water cluster makes the
dissociation significantly less costly in energy. Unfortunately,
it is not possible to make a confident conclusion that the cluster
does not dissociate itself because the errors in the original PM3
parametrization are too high: for example, the PM3 heat of
formation of F- ion is 30 kcal/mol higher than the experimental
value31 and our modified treatment of two-center contributions
does not address this problem. Our calculations show that the
energies depend on the separation between charges. The average
heats of formation for structures with H3O+ being separated by
1, 2, 3, 4, or 5 bonds from F- are -1364.30, -1344.18,
-1330.54, -1324.64, and -1322.46 kcal/mol, respectively,

demonstrating that the energy increases with the charge separa-
tion distance.

4. Conclusions

In the present paper we performed two important steps to
the development of ultrafast computational quantum chemical
methods as compared to the previous developments.14,17 First,
we extended the multipole scheme17 for the interatomic interac-
tions to the short-range ones including those between bonded
atoms. It made the corresponding methods more consistent
because it means that there is no need to have two different
schemes for the short-range and long-range two-electron matrix
elements of the Coulomb interactions. Second, the method
allows for different electron groups: not only geminals describ-
ing chemical bonds and lone pairs but also delocalized electron
groups to be treated by various versions of the SCF approxima-
tion. We were able to formulate the methods in the way allowing
for very weak dependence of the required computation time on
the system’s size (linear with a very small coefficient). It allows
the methods developed here to compete even with classical
molecular mechanics (force field) schemes in terms of the
required computational resources. These features are useful in
the context of constructing hybrid quantum/classical schemes
because the quantum mechanical nature of the method proposed
makes it possible to derive explicit expressions for the junction
between subsystems on the basis of the perturbation theory
bringing certainty and order to this diverse area. Alternatively,
one can try to use this method to derive classical force fields
following the route proposed in refs 23 and 24.

The proposed SLG/SCF method with multipoles nevertheless
requires reparametrization of the original semiempirical Hamil-
tonian. It turns out that despite significant changes in the
potentials for short interatomic distances, the method can still
be made quite accurate by reparametrizing only electron hopping
parameters, which constitute only a small subset of the whole
parameter set. This parametrization is not ideal and a series of
issues should be addressed in the future, including local account
of perturbations caused by intergroup interactions. We per-
formed a series of calculations for all symmetry-independent
H-bond arrangements of dodecahedral water cluster with HF
defect, thus showing that the computational efficiency of the
scheme allows one to solve such large-scale problems.
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